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ave you ever wondered how normal kids spend Sundays?” Tycho 
Hashoone asked his twin sister and their brother. 
 
Yana, thirteen years old like Tycho, raised one eyebrow where she sat 

on the other side of the table in the cuddy of the Shadow Comet, the Hashoones’ 
family starship. She was drinking jump-pop, the fizzy liquid a hallucinatory 
shade of pink.  
 
“I mean, they’re probably in church,” said Tycho, wondering if he had enough 
time for another mug of hot chocolate. “Or sitting down to breakfast as a family, 
without having to take turns standing watch. Or even doing homework.” 
 

H 
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“If you want extra homework, Vesuvia could arrange that,” said seventeen-year-
old Carlo, sipping a small cup of what Tycho knew to be horribly bitter coffee. 
“Though she’d probably blow a logic processor at the request. Whoever heard of 
a midshipman who actually wants more homework?” 
 
“I didn’t say that. I was just—” 
 
“The wardroom holds chapel during the afternoon watch, Tyke,” Yana said. 
“Mr. Domingo’s sermon will be about discipline and the lash, since that’s all our 
chaplain seems to remember from the various good books. Or you could do my 
homework. I owe Vesuvia a thousand words on what mercantile cargo you can 
legally claim as part of a condemnation.” 
 
“In our business that stuff’s pretty important to know,” Carlo said, but Yana just 
rolled her eyes above her bottle of jump-pop. 
 
“You boys handle the pixel work,” she said, cocking one thumb and pointing her 
finger. “I’ll aim the cannons.” 
 
Before Carlo or Tycho could object, the bells clang-clanged once. That meant 
0830. The siblings slid out of their spaces at the table, carrying their mugs and 
plates from the table to the sink for Mr. Speirdyke to wash later. 
 
On the way out of the cuddy, Yana grinned at Tycho. 
 
“You’re right, Tyke—normal kids probably don’t spend Sunday mornings 
inspecting crewers aboard a privateer,” she said. “One more reason I’m glad 
we’re not normal. Normal always sounded awful to me.” 
 
 
 
As usual, Yana was first down the ladderwell connecting the Comet’s top deck 
with the quarterdeck, and as usual her descent was a controlled fall with her feet 
braced on either side of the ladder. Carlo arrived with quiet precision, followed 
by Tycho—who missed the second-to-last rung and stumbled, winding up on 
one knee and feeling his face flush. 
 
“Keep practicing those docking maneuvers, Tyke,” Carlo said with a grin. 
 
“Belay that,” snapped Diocletia Hashoone, their mother and the Comet’s captain. 
“Have the three of you reviewed your notes for divisions?” 
 
“Mother,” Yana said with a sigh and a flip of her black hair. “We do this every 
Sunday, remember?” 
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“I imagine that means no,” their father Mavry Malone said from his station next 
to their mother. Tycho supposed that their grandfather Huff Hashoone was still 
asleep in his quarters on the top deck. Huff had been captain before Diocletia, 
but now held no official rank aboard the Comet. That meant he came and went as 
he pleased.  
 
“It better mean yes,” Diocletia warned. “Tell the crewers we’re going to swing by 
the Pallas roadstead on our way into port—but we’re just taking a look, not 
docking.” 
 
“Are we expecting prizes?” Tycho asked, his voice rising eagerly. 
 
“If we could expect prizes, privateering would be a lot easier,” Mavry said. “We 
expect nothing. But you don’t find anything without looking first.” 
   
“Now get those inspections started,” Diocletia said. “Carlo, a word. When it 
comes to crewers’ personal effects, you can look the other way at a small amount 
of contraband.” 
 
“Not this again—contraband’s contraband, mother,” Carlo said. “It’s bad for 
discipline.” 
 
“So’s a hard horse coming down from the quarterdeck every Sunday. That 
guarantees an unhappy ship.” 
 
Carlo sighed. “Tell me the definition of ‘a small amount,’ then.”  
 
“More than I’d find in your cabin and less than I’d find in your sister’s,” Mavry 
said, one corner of his mouth slightly lifted. 
 
“Sounds about right,” Diocletia said. “And remind the crewers to beware of the 
press while we’re on Pallas. And to watch out for crimps.” 
 
The Comet’s lower deck was a dimly lit maze of trusses and girders, thick with 
smells. Tycho detected greasy lubricant and the acrid, nostril-flaring tang of 
explosives, while cinnamon and coffee added bright notes to the musk of cheap 
cheroots.  
 
The frigate’s crew was divided into three divisions, meaning Tycho and his 
siblings were each responsible for some twenty crewers and four wardroom 
officers. Weekly inspections were a way of maintaining discipline and giving the 
crewers orders for the Comet’s next port of call.  
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Tycho limited himself to a glance into each of the officers’ tiny quarters, with the 
ship’s cat looking up balefully from her interrupted nap. He then walked 
through the open deck, where each crewer stood with hammock dangling from 
one hand, duffel or trunk open at the feet. 
 
Tycho studied the hard-eyed men and women, their bodies sporting tattoos and 
scars, their clothing a riot of colors and patches. A few—such as Licht, Sei-
Klassou and Chanocha—were still relatively new to him. They’d signed on at 
Callisto before this latest cruise, agreeing to abide by the articles that specified 
every detail of shipboard life aboard the Comet, from berth space to prize money. 
Others—Higgs, Laney and Tully—were familiar faces, known from previous 
journeys between the moons of Jupiter and the asteroid belt. And a few he’d 
known his entire life—Croke, Al Khalifa and Wyler were retainers who’d served 
aboard the Comet before Tycho was even born. What’s more, they were 
descended from men and women who’d served aboard the Comet themselves, a 
record of duty that paralleled the careers of Hashoone captains now also long 
dead. 
 
Tycho knew he had to inspect someone’s effects—it wouldn’t do for the crewers 
to think Sunday inspection was an empty gesture. He chose Batincey Corso, 
quickly reviewing what he knew of the towering woman. 
 
From Ganymede. This is her first cruise. Worked as a lumper on merchant ships before 
signing on. Dirtsider, but a quick learner on the gun crew, almost ready to sit for the 
ordinary spacer’s exam.   
 
“Ms. Corso? Turn out your gear, if you please.” 
 
Tycho was relieved to hear that he sounded stern. He was bridge crew and a 
Hashoone, which meant there was no question of Corso’s obeying the order 
despite being two decades older than him and considerably larger. He hoped 
Corso’s time belowdecks had taught her that the inspection wasn’t personal—it 
was simply her turn.  
 
“Aye-aye, Master Hashoone,” Corso said, falling to one armored knee—gun 
crews quickly learned to wear knee protection—and emptying the contents of 
her trunk on the stained, pitted deck. Caps and shirts, trousers and socks and 
underwear. A mediapad with a cracked screen. Ammunition clips and batteries. 
A telescopic eyepiece and a holographic image-caster. Flexible heat wraps and 
pouches of dried fruit.  
 
And two unlabeled bottles—one big and one small—filled with dark reddish-
brown liquid. 
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“Grog?” Tycho asked quietly, hoping Corso wouldn’t make things worse for 
herself by trying to deny it. 
 
“Aye, Master Hashoone.” 
 
Tycho could see the other crewers watching while pretending not to. 
 
“Under the articles you signed at Callisto, Ms. Corso, grog is contraband.” 
 
“I just take a nip or two after watch, Master Hashoone,” she said quietly, eyes 
fixed on the deck. “Can’t drop off to sleep otherwise, because of the vibration.” 
 
“This much grog could put half the ship to sleep for days,” Tycho said, 
considering. What to do was up to him. His options ranged from ignoring the 
bottles to confiscating both and ordering that Corso be locked in the brig. 
 
“I’m confiscating the big bottle,” Tycho said. “Don’t replace the little one once 
it’s empty. And I’ll expect your trunk to be clean as a surgeon’s table for the rest 
of this cruise, Ms. Corso.” 
 
Corso had the good sense to remain silent as Tycho regarded her for a long 
moment, then nodded. As he turned away, he saw Corso’s chin dip in misery. 
 
Tycho hesitated, then turned back. 
 
“Ask Mr. Porco to show you how to pad your hammock ties with scraps of 
insulating foam,” he told her quietly. “It kills the vibration. He showed me the 
trick, back when I was new down here and couldn’t sleep.”      
 
“Thank you, Master Hashoone,” Corso said, knuckle pressed to her forehead. 
 
Tycho nodded and turned, feeling the weight of the bottle in his jumpsuit pocket.  
 
“Crewers will fall in!” he barked. 
 
A minute later his division’s crewers had formed two reasonably orderly lines in 
the corridor aft of the wardroom. Tycho walked between them, reminding 
himself to stand up straight. He never knew what to do with his hands and 
settled for clasping them behind his back.  
 
Tycho passed a skinny crewer with a poorly calibrated off-brand cybernetic 
eye—Reynauld was his name, he remembered now—and nodded at the officers: 
Kamchand, the Comet’s engineer; Quallico, the purser; de Pere, the bosun’s mate; 
and finally Grigsby, the warrant officer and belowdecks boss. Grigsby’s tattoos 
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rippled and flared with color in stark counterpoint to his dark skin and white 
dreadlocks. 
 
“All seems to be in order, Mr. Grigsby,” Tycho said. “Now then, ladies and 
gentlemen. We reach Pallas day after tomorrow. On the way, we’ll be swinging 
by the roadstead to see what we might find.” 
 
The crewers began to mutter excitedly. Grigsby turned his head and began 
roaring about scurvy dogs that needed their tongues removed. 
 
“Most likely we’ll find nothing, but you don’t find anything without looking,” 
Tycho said. “Now then. Be advised that Earth’s press gangs have been active on 
Pallas, looking for hands to impress for their merchant ships. If you’re caught by 
the press, don’t fight. They can’t legally take Jovians or Saturnians, so just hand 
over your papers—once your identities are verified, you’ll be turned loose.” 
 
The crewers growled at the talk of the press—as veteran spacers, all of them had 
either been impressed into forced service on a merchant vessel or knew someone 
who had been.  
 
“That’s a shame, Master Hashoone,” muttered Jingel, a veteran spacer with a 
reputation as both a talker and a space lawyer. “Be a fine shindy, cracking some 
snobby Earthmen’s heads.” 
 
“I agree it would be great fun, Mr. Jingel,” Tycho said. “Until you wound up in 
the brig and we couldn’t get you out before our departure. Then you’d be stuck 
waiting for a privateer that was heading back to Jupiter and needed hands. Or—
ironically—you’d wind up working for passage on a freighter after all.” 
 
The crewers reluctantly nodded. 
 
“We also have reports of crimps on Pallas,” Tycho said. “They’re a bigger danger 
than the press, since they don’t care about following the law or checking papers. 
So stick together, watch what you eat and drink, and be careful about taking 
cheap rooms. The easiest mark for a crimp is a crewer sleeping off too much grog 
in a sleazy kip.” 
 
That led the crew to mutter angrily about crimps, a rumble of epithets and oaths 
that rose until Grigsby bellowed for silence. 
 
“Question, Master Hashoone?” asked Jingel. 
 
“Mind your heading, Mr. Jingel,” Grigsby growled. “What Master Tycho had to 
say don’t need much in the way of interpretation.” 
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“’Twas finely put indeed,” Jingel said. “Thought I’d remind me colleagues that it 
ain’t the gettin’ caught by crimps what’s the real pain, but the gettin’ loose of 
‘em. They took me at the Hygiea roadstead, back in ‘58, after a shindy what got a 
mite too boisterous. See, we was celebratin’ the—” 
 
“What yeh were celebratin’ ain’t the important part of this here yarn,” Grigsby 
snapped. 
 
“Aye, sir. Anyhoo, I woke up belowdecks on the Montezuma—that’s a Malagasy-
class freighter what flies an Earth flag. Spent a year servin’ aboard her, I did, 
squeezin’ every livre somethin’ fierce to avoid fallin’ into debt to her captain. An’ 
even then I barely got loose of her—that scow’s purser filled his slop book with 
charges. Why, Master Hashoone, do yeh know he totaled up everythin’ from 
meals to cleanin’ my uniform.” 
 
“This tale best be nearin’ port,” Grigsby said. 
 
“Aye. Comin’ round to the question, Master Tycho—if we’s polite with the ladies 
an’ gentlemen of the press, can we break a few crimps’ heads?”  
 
“Be my guest, Mr. Jingel,” Tycho said with a smile. “Just make sure they’re the 
right heads.” 
 
 
 
The Shadow Comet was flying Jovian colors as she slowly passed the ships 
clustered around the Pallas roadstead. Carlo flew the frigate with a light touch, 
letting her ease along through space beneath the bulk of her long-range tanks. 
 
On the Comet’s main screen, various crosses lit up with names and nationalities 
as Vesuvia queried each ship and received an automated reply from its resident 
artificial intelligence. 
 
“Collating transponder IDs against archived records,” Yana said. “Let’s see if we 
turn up anything interesting.” 
 
“Arrr, what I wouldn’t do for a few hours of crackin’ hulls and gatherin’ loot,” 
murmured Huff Hashoone from his usual position by the ladderwell behind 
Tycho and Yana. The flesh-and-blood half of their grandfather’s face bore a grin 
almost as  big as the permanent one on his chrome skull. 
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“Unfortunately, you’d run into that,” Yana said, pointing at the main screen. 
“Cruiser on station, flying Earth colors. Transponder codes identify her as the 
HMS Lionheart.” 
 
Tycho examined the Earth warship on his own monitor. The Lionheart boasted 
some 50 guns, and had thick armor and massive engines. She looked like an 
enormous floating hammer, waiting for a foe to strike. 
 
“Rest easy,” Diocletia said. “We’re just out for a stroll, remember?” 
 
Mavry stretched and yawned, grinning at his children. “That’s right. Never mind 
us, huge cruiser covered with guns. It’s a beautiful day in the solar system, and 
this innocent Jovian merchantman is just out for a little sightseeing.”  
 
“Exactly,” Diocletia said. “Yana, read off that roster of freighters again.” 
 
Tycho rotated the simulated image of the Lionheart on his monitor, half-listening 
as his sister recited the names of ships and their home ports. 
 
“Wait a minute. Did you say the Montezuma?” 
 
“I did,” Yana said, tapping at her keyboard and projecting the freighter on the 
main screen. “Earth flag. Home port’s Vesta.” 
 
Tycho studied the shabby-looking ship. Solar radiation had left her paint faded, 
while years of micrometeorite impacts had dulled and pitted her hull. 
 
“That old scow’s been trundling around the asteroid belt for generations,” Mavry 
said. “What’s interesting about her, Tycho?” 
 
“Oh, nothing much. Mr. Jingel said he was forced to serve aboard her, after he 
was taken by crimps.”   
 
“Jingel says a lot,” Carlo said. “You can count on him for a hundred words when 
ten would do.” 
 
“Arrr, Jingel was an able spacer aboard the Hannibal when I was jes’ a middie—
he’s been from one side of the solar system to the other,” Huff said. “Talks too 
much, I’ll give yeh that, but knows what he’s gabbin’ about. There’s plenty of 
folks what can’t say that much.” 
 
Huff peered over Tycho’s shoulder at the image of the Montezuma, the focusing 
motors of his artificial eye whirring. “That’s the Monty, all right. Never bothered 
tryin’ to take her for a prize.” 
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“Why not?” Yana asked. 
 
“On account of she’s basically a slave ship. Every crewer aboard her would’ve 
tried to bring his duffel over to the Comet. That’s one way of avoidin’ pirates, I 
s’pose—bein’ the most miserable tub on the spacelanes.” 
 
 
 
The Comets were celebrating by the time Tycho and Yana mustered them out 
belowdecks, repeating their warnings to beware of the press and even more 
careful of crimps. When the last ferry had detached from the frigate’s airlock, the 
Hashoones gathered their own gear and climbed down into the gig, where Carlo 
was already in the pilot’s seat finishing his preflight checks. 
 
“It sounded like the shindy started before shore leave began,” he said 
disapprovingly as the other Hashoones stowed their bags and buckled 
themselves in for the short ride down to the surface of Pallas. 
 
Yana rolled her eyes at Tycho.  
 
“Though his family’s struggle was against Earth, for Carlo Hashoone there was 
no greater enemy than fun,” she said in the pompous tones of a holo-drama 
narrator. 
 
Carlo turned when he heard Tycho snickering. “When you two grow up a little, 
you’ll learn that fun isn’t the same as shameful conduct.” 
 
“Oh, I think there’s some overlap,” Mavry said, earning a rumbling laugh from 
Huff. 
 
“All right, cut it out,” Diocletia said. “Our crewers are disciplined in space 
because they get to cut loose in port, and that’s a fair trade. Speaking of fun, 
Carlo, I’d like to be taken down to the surface with minimal G-forces for once. 
And no barrel rolls, or whatever it is you’re thinking about. We need to keep a 
low profile.”   
 
 
 

allas wasn’t a critical trade hub like her neighbor Ceres, but the minor 
planet still attracted spacers from the inner and outer planets and the 
independent asteroids. That made it an ideal place to restock food, air 
and fuel, all of which were necessary for the privateer’s operation. 

 
P 
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So was information—and there was no shortage of that on Pallas, either. 
 
Many freight companies had offices on Pallas, filled with clerks and bureaucrats 
who kept track of the hundreds of starships passing through the belt.  
 
Like workers everywhere, those clerks and bureaucrats talked about their jobs. 
Sometimes these conversations were casual ones a sharp-eared spacer might 
overhear in a cafeteria, bar or speakeasy. Other times, a clerk who needed livres 
might be persuaded to sell information about ships’ cargos and routes.  
 
And even if those workers kept their secrets, there were the spacers themselves—
young dirtsiders boasting of landing their first berths aboard a bulk freighter, old 
lumpers grumbling about the poor wages for loading cargo aboard a coaster, or 
even naval officers arguing too loudly about which convoys needed protection 
and which ones didn’t. 
 
Tycho kept his ears open as he followed Yana, Carlo and Huff through the 
crowded tunnels of Pallas, enjoying the luxury of the space that naturally opened 
around his grandfather. As on Ceres, it was illegal to carry carbines on Pallas, but 
Huff’s chrome skull and baleful gaze were clear signals that it would be wise to 
give him plenty of room.  
 
Despite Tycho’s best efforts, he hadn’t heard anything of interest—just the usual 
spacer chatter and gossip, interrupted by Carlo scoffing at slovenly freight-line 
uniforms, Yana daydreaming about weapons the Comet couldn’t afford and Huff 
spinning pirate yarns, some of which might even have been true. 
 
After a marathon bout of haggling with a chandler over new stocks of freeze-
dried beef, coffee and water, Huff said it was time for a snack—and perhaps a 
spot of grog, since they’d been working so hard while Diocletia and Mavry had 
easy duty checking in with the Jovian Union’s local office. 
 
Yana rolled her eyes at her siblings—all three of them knew Huff hated talking to 
bureaucrats—but stopping for something to eat seemed like a fine idea after 
weeks of burgoos and puddings. The Comet’s cook, Mr. Speirdyke, had been 
given that job because he was missing a limb and unable to fight, not because he 
had any skill at cooking or enthusiasm for it. 
 
Huff led them to a small pressure dome with long tables arranged around a bar 
and open kitchen. The pub was full of boisterous spacers crashing mugs together 
when they weren’t laughing, arguing or singing, but the Hashoones managed to 
find room at one end of a table on the outskirts of the crowd. On the way to their 
seats they exchanged greetings with a table of Comets. The crewers raised their 
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mugs but didn’t touch their knuckles to their foreheads, grinning at being free of 
the Comet’s hierarchy and rules. 
 
“It’s barely 1100,” Carlo said once they were seated, scowling above his tiny cup 
of coffee. “What’s that you always say, Grandfather? ‘Shindy in the morning, 
brig in the afternoon?’ ” 
 
“Eh?” asked Huff, who’d been savoring his grog with his living eye closed. 
“Arrr, sounds like one of mine right enough. That lot over there by our people? 
Earthfolk by the look of them—prolly the crew of a bulk fueler on her way back 
from Titan. Ain’t no prize for us, sad to say.” 
 
“That’s an odd sight,” Yana muttered, putting down her bottle of orange jump-
pop. Tycho followed her gaze and saw a line of angry-looking men and women. 
They wore typical spacers’ garb, but were clutching the waistbands of their pants 
with both hands. Accompanying them were hard-eyed men carrying pry bars 
and poles used for moving cargo. 
 
“Crimps,” Huff growled. “First thing they do is cut the waistband of yer trousers 
so yeh can’t run. Most likely them poor blighters stayed at Madame Masterton’s 
kip last night. Arrr, that harpy’s the most notorious crimp on this rock.” 
 
The spacers in the pub had seen the captives too, and stared balefully across the 
dome at the crimps and their prey. The crimps stared back, pry bars and poles at 
the ready.  
 
“This Madame Masterton runs a kip and she’s a crimp?” Carlo asked when the 
line of spacers had passed into a tunnel and been lost to sight. 
 
“Arrrr, sure enough,” Huff said. “She lures crewers in with cheap rates an’ free-
flowin’ grog. While her guests are sleepin’ it off, her thugs come round an’ collect 
‘em.” 
 
“The authorities have to know what’s going on,” Carlo said. “So why don’t they 
shut down this Masterton person?” 
 
Yana smirked. “Because they get a cut of the money, dummy.” 
 
“No way,” Carlo said. He looked at Huff, who nodded. “That’s awful.” 
 
“It’s a dirty business, lad, no doubt,” Huff said, then pushed back his chair. 
“Think I’ll wash away the memory of it with another mug.” 
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Tycho watched the old pirate head for the counter. Huff nodded pleasantly at the 
Comets and grinned when they toasted Captain Huff. The Earthfolk looked over, 
curious, and a moment later the two tables were trading good-natured jibes. 
 
Which was when things went wrong. 
 
Yana saw them first, eyes widening as she got to her feet. There were more than 
a dozen of the newcomers, wearing blue Earth naval uniforms with red piping. 
They were carrying truncheons. 
 
“The press!” someone yelled, and the pub dissolved into chaos.  
 
The press gang ran straight at the crowd of spacers, forming a wall of blue. The 
spacers on the edge of the pub broke and ran, leaving overturned mugs and half-
eaten meals behind, while those who had nowhere to go shouted defiance or 
grabbed whatever objects were at hand. Mugs, plates and chairs flew through the 
air, accompanied by oaths and curses. 
 
“Comets!” Tycho yelled, scrambling atop a chair. “Take it easy! You have passes! 
They’ve no right to take you!” 
 
He ducked to avoid a pinwheeling mug and Carlo yanked him off his perch. 
 
“Are you crazy?” his brother demanded. “You’ll get your head knocked in!” 
 
Carlo looked around, but their table was against the wall of the pressure dome—
every avenue of escape was blocked by tumbled chairs and tables or brawling 
spacers. 
 
“Under the table!” Carlo yelled, shoving Tycho that way and ducking after him, 
followed by Yana. 
 
From this new vantage point the brawl was a confused dance back and forth of 
boots, interrupted by occasional spacers crashing to the floor. Tycho poked his 
head out and saw the press had separated a dozen crewers, binding them with 
zip ties around their wrists and ankles.  
 
He heard a familiar voice and saw Huff wading into the heart of the fight, 
lashing out with the metal stump of his artificial arm. His grandfather was 
bellowing with what sounded like equal parts fury and delight—and the power-
indicator lights on his chest were flashing yellow. 
 
“Carlo!” Tycho said, grabbing his brother and pointing. “Grandfather’s systems 
will run out of charge!” 
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“Great,” Carlo muttered. “You two stay here.” 
 
He crept out from under the table on all fours, then started towards Huff, 
keeping low. 
 
“We need to help him!” Yana said, poking her head out of their refuge. 
 
Tycho drew back as a tangle of spacers stumbled their way. An Earthman’s knee 
knocked Yana in the head as the spacers staggered past, trading insults and 
punches. 
 
“Ow!” Yana said, rubbing her temple and turning away—just in time to have a 
wayward boot collide with her rear. Her face turning purple, Yana shoved one of 
the chairs aside, yelling something that would have been recorded 
disapprovingly in the Log if their mother had been there to hear it. 
 
“Sis, wait—” Tycho said, grabbing at Yana’s leg as she scrambled out from under 
the table. She kicked free of him, grabbed a fallen chair and raised it over her 
head. 
 
Tycho shook his head in exasperation. 
 
 
 
The press gang formed a perimeter around the remaining spacers, holding their 
truncheons warningly. Both the uniformed Earthfolk and the spacers sported 
swollen eyes and split lips. Carlo was standing in the middle of the circle next to 
a still-furious Huff, while Yana had an ugly lump on her temple and was sucking 
at her gashed knuckles. 
 
A tall young man in an immaculate blue Earth uniform stepped into the circle, 
eyeing the defiant spacers. 
 
“Under the terms of the Interplanetary Security Decree of 2634, the Navy has the 
right to impress citizens of Earth, Mars, and their asteroid possessions for service 
in His Majesty’s armed forces and/or the merchant marine,” he said. “These 
rights are hereby invoked. Those of you who are not subject to impressment will 
be permitted to go about your business upon inspection of documents. 
Midshipman Reeves, form this lot into a proper line.” 
 
All of the cornered spacers began to shout at once. Carlo was still trying to calm 
down an enraged Huff. Tycho glanced at the Earth officer’s uniform and stepped 
forward. 
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“Lieutenant, we are midshipmen aboard the privateer Shadow Comet, operating 
under a Jovian Union letter of marque,” Tycho said, holding up his mediapad. 
“Several of these men are our crewers.” 
 
The lieutenant glowered at Tycho—Earth regarded privateering as little more 
than an excuse for piracy—but stuck out his hand. Tycho handed over his 
mediapad and the officer scanned it, then nodded. 
 
“Very well, Master Hashoone. And which of these are your officers?” 
 
Tycho pointed, and the lieutenant ordered that Huff, Carlo and Yana be set free.  
 
“Your crewers will have to be processed with everyone else, though,” he said.  
 
Tycho frowned, then nodded. As Yana passed the lieutenant, the man’s eyes 
widened at the angry knot on her temple. 
 
“Did one of my men do that?” he asked. “Tell me which one and I’ll have him 
disrated. Striking a child is unworthy of His Majesty’s service.” 
 
“I broke a chair over his head first, so we’re even,” Yana snapped. “Call me a 
child again and you’ll get the same.” 
 
“No offense was meant …” stammered the lieutenant. 
 
“I hope not,” Yana said. “Now if we’re done hitting each other, I’ll get some ice.” 
 
“Grandfather,” Tycho said, “you should go. We can take care of our crewers.” 
 
Huff started to object, but a glance at the flashing yellow lights on his chest 
silenced him. He muttered something under his breath and stomped off, refusing 
to make eye contact with the Earthfolk. 
 
As his men began sorting through the spacers’ documents, the lieutenant sat 
down on one of the still-intact chairs, his face drawn and tired. He pulled out 
chairs for Tycho and Carlo. After a glance at his brother, Tycho sat.   
 
“Abelson, lieutenant aboard HMS Lionheart. I just realized who you are. You’re 
the Jovians who brought down Threece Suud last year.” 
 
Tycho and Carlo exchanged a wary glance. That episode had been a major 
embarrassment for Earth, with the Jovian Union trumpeting the discovery that 
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Earth had paid pirates to attack Jovian ships and sold their passengers to 
corporate factories in the outer solar system. 
 
“Thank you for that,” Abelson said in a low voice, not looking at them. “What 
Suud was doing dishonored us all. The Emperor has ordered reforms, so such a 
thing won’t happen again.” 
 
Abelson looked up to see Yana holding a bottle of jump-pop against her temple. 
 
“None of the Comets got too badly knocked about,” she said. “Think they rather 
enjoyed themselves, in fact.” 
 
“And my men?” Abelson asked. 
 
“I didn’t ask,” Yana said, hooking a chair with her foot and plopping down on it. 
“Is this why you joined the Navy, Lieutenant? So you could club people?” 
 
Abelson glared at her, his mouth hard, but then looked down at his boots. “I 
detest this duty. But I have to get my quota somehow.” 
 
“I thought the press was just for merchant ships,” Carlo said. “Don’t you get 
volunteers for the Navy?”  
 
“Not enough of them. This miserable business is how we make up the difference.  
Looks like we’ll get maybe a dozen, once we’ve sorted out the ineligibles and the 
ones who aren’t fit for duty. Which means we’ll be back here tomorrow or the 
next day. The maddening thing is I know where I could fill my entire quota in 
one shot, but I won’t do it.” 
  
“From crimps, you mean?” Yana asked. 
 
Abelson’s head jerked up. “Crimps sell to sleazy merchants and pirates, Miss 
Hashoone—not the Navy. I hate their kind. I’d gladly arrest the lot of them if I 
had jurisdiction on this rock.” 
 
“So where are all these crewers you won’t touch?” Tycho asked. 
 
“Pallas roadstead,” Abelson said. “Bulk freighter called the Montezuma. She’s 
given her crewers leave, but remained in her docking cradle at the roadstead for 
the past week instead of coming in to unload her cargo. She’s all but advertising 
that she has crewers aboard, hoping that we’ll press her.” 
 
“I don’t understand,” Carlo said. “Why would any captain want to lose his 
crew?” 
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“Because the crewers only get paid at the end of the journey—which means 
arrival at Pallas, not the roadstead. If the crewers are pressed, or run to avoid it, 
legally they’re owed nothing.” 
 
“That’s a low dirty trick,” Yana said. 
 
“It is—and it’s one my captain refuses to help them play, despite encouragement 
from the bureaucrats in fleet operations. And I’m afraid it’s worse than that, 
miss. After the Montezuma gets rid of her crewers, she’ll hire local pilots 
employed by a crimp named Madame Masterton who operates here on Pallas.” 
 
“We’ve heard of her,” Tycho said. 
 
Abelson nodded. “Masterton’s pilots bring in the cargo, then Masterton sends a 
new crew out to the Montezuma—one kidnapped from her kip. She’s been 
running this scam with the Montezuma’s owners for years, and nobody’s stopped 
it. But at least I can say my ship won’t help.” 
 
Yana uncapped her jump-pop and took a swig of the fizzy orange liquid. She 
leaned forward, locking eyes with Abelson. “How would you like to teach your 
fleet-operations bureaucrats, the crimps and the Montezuma’s owners a lesson all 
at the same time?” 
 
“I hope you’re not trying to suborn a member of His Majesty’s armed services,” 
Abelson said. 
 
“Let’s not get caught up in big words,” Yana said with a smile. “All I’m asking is 
if you want to help bring about a just outcome that you can’t deliver on your 
own.” 
 
“And just what would I have to do to achieve that outcome?” 
 
“I’m glad you asked, Lieutenant.” 
 
 
 
Diocletia was not happy. 
 
“I believe I mentioned keeping a low profile,” she told her children, pacing 
around the compact living room in the suite the Hashoones had rented. “Do you 
recall that, Mavry? Or am I hallucinating?” 
 
“I do seem to remember something like that,” Mavry said with a smile. 
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“Perhaps I needed to be more specific, then,” Diocletia said. “Perhaps it wasn’t 
clear to the three of you that ‘a low profile’ doesn’t mean taking part in a bar 
brawl, or cooking up some insane plan that involves teaming up with Earth’s 
armed forces.” 
 
“You haven’t even heard the insane plan yet,” Yana said.  
 
“I’ve heard enough.” 
 
“That’s not fair, Mother,” Carlo said. “It’s a pretty good plan.” 
 
Yana and Tycho traded surprised glances—Carlo never missed an opportunity to 
undermine them in their three-way competition to be the next captain of the 
Shadow Comet. Even Diocletia seemed surprised by this unlikely show of support. 
 
“All right, Yana,” she said. “But this better be good.” 
 
“The Lionheart leaks that she’s going to press the Montezuma,” Yana said. “The 
crewers who can run do so. The Lionheart presses the rest, probably getting just a 
few useful hands, then comes back to Pallas to process her new crewers. While 
that’s happening, Madame Masterston’s pilots go to the roadstead and bring in 
the Montezuma and her cargo.” 
 
“I know that old crimp’s game,” Diocletia said. “I don’t want anything to do with 
it.” 
 
“But this time it will be different,” Yana said. “While the Montezuma’s coming in, 
we board her and take her as a prize.” 
 
“At the roadstead? The Lionheart will respond before we can get a boarding party 
aboard.” 
 
“My guess is that the Lionheart will be busy.” 
 
“I’m not risking our family starship and freedom on a guess.” 
 
“Neither am I. It’s an educated guess. I made three promises to Abelson. The first 
was we’d take a ransom from the Montezuma and let her go instead of taking her 
for condemnation on Ceres. We agreed that would be embarrassingly public.” 
 
Tycho noticed that Mavry had started to grin. 
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“I hate it when you all gang up on me,” Diocletia grumbled. “Wait, did you say 
three promises? Why do I get the feeling I’m really going to hate the other two?” 
 
 
 
The Comet’s quarterdeck was dark and cold, with the Hashoones’ faces wreathed 
in their own breath. The frigate was running silent, detached from her long-
range tanks and with all but essential systems shut down. Only an 
extraordinarily thorough sensor scan would reveal her—and even then, most 
observers would conclude she was just another chunk of ancient rock. 
 
On the quarterdeck, the Hashoones were busy sewing. 
 
Their right hands rose and fell, the needles glimmering in the dull red emergency 
lighting. Each had a stack of jumpsuits and a smaller stack of patches.  
 
The patches showed a smiling tortoise holding a pickax—patches Tycho had 
created that morning and printed using the ship’s replicator. He was rather 
proud of his tortoise, considering he’d never seen one and had needed to ask 
Vesuvia for images. 
 
“Arrr, that ain’t no worthy work,” Huff growled, tromping over to stand over 
Yana. “Tight around the perimeter so the fabric won’t bunch. ‘Ere, watch me.” 
 
The old pirate pinned the jumpsuit against his metal leg with the carbine 
screwed into his artificial left wrist, then deftly sewed around the edge of the 
patch with his mechanical right hand. 
 
“How’d you get to be so good with a needle and thread, Grandfather?” Yana 
asked as the bells rang out 1030. “I keep pricking my fingers.” 
 
“By sewin’ my share of shrouds.” 
 
“Oh,” Yana said quietly, and the Hashoones worked in silence until Vesuvia 
interrupted them. 
 
“Sensor contact,” she said. “Outbound on course consistent with origin point of 
Pallas. Acquiring data and processing.” 
 
“Is it the Lionheart?” Tycho asked his sister. 
 
“I’m assembling the sensor profile,” Yana said. 
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“We’ll find out soon enough,” Diocletia said. “Mr. Leffingwell is our lookout at 
the roadstead—he’ll keep us informed. And Mr. de Pere will do the same back at 
Pallas. Our job is to wait and see.” 
 
“You mean wait and sew,” Mavry said, to groans from his children. 
 
The ship was indeed the Lionheart—Mr. Leffingwell confirmed the cruiser’s 
identity in a tight-beam transmission sent from the roadstead. The surgeon kept 
up a running commentary as the cruiser approached and launched her cutters, 
which bore down on the Montezuma.  
 
An hour later, the cutters returned to the Lionheart, which carved out a leisurely 
turn and headed back towards Pallas. Two bells after that, the Comet’s sensors 
detected a jolly-boat arriving from Pallas—a boat that immediately docked with 
the Montezuma. 
 
“Madame Masterton’s pilot,” Yana said with a grin. “Didn’t take long, did it? 
Now all we do is wait for the Monty to cast off.” 
 
“Not quite,” Diocletia said. “I’m not budging until I hear from Mr. de Pere that 
the Lionheart’s returned to Pallas and docked there.” 
 
“Abelson’s done everything he said he would,” Yana objected. 
 
“So far. But I can picture him telling his captain about his ingenious plan to use 
the Montezuma as bait to capture a notorious Jovian pirate.” 
 
“Privateer,” Tycho said. 
 
“Not the way Earth sees it,” his mother replied. 
 
The bells had just announced 1100 when two new transmissions arrived. The 
first came from Pallas, where Mr. de Pere said the Lionheart had docked and was 
surrounded by ferries and victuallers. The second transmission came from Mr. 
Leffingwell at the roadstead: the Montezuma had left her docking cradle. 
 
“Captain?” Yana asked. 
 
Diocletia drummed her fingers on her station. Mavry looked up from sewing the 
final patch in his stack. 
 
“My starship,” Diocletia said. “Mavry, power us up. Carlo, on sticks. Yana, 
sensors. Tycho, communications—we’re flying Jovian colors. Dad, stick these 
jumpsuits in the larder. Oh, and Vesuvia? You may beat to quarters.” 
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The lights came up and the pipes began to shrill belowdecks, followed at once by 
shouting and hammering bootheels as Grigsby ordered the Comet’s gun crews to 
their stations. Huff tramped aft, his arms overflowing with jumpsuits, as Tycho 
extended the Comet’s communications mast. 
 
“My station’s green,” Carlo said. 
 
“Mine too,” Yana said. “Sensor sweep shows we’re clean to maximum range.” 
 
“Communications are green,” Tycho said with a smile. He loved seeing his 
parents and siblings moving as one, squabbles and disagreements discarded to 
focus on familiar responsibilities and well-practiced actions. 
 
“Carlo, take us out,” Diocletia said. “Tycho, hail the Monty immediately—this 
needs to be one of the speediest intercepts ever recorded in the Log.” 
 
Carlo pulled back on the control yoke and the Comet leapt forward, shoving the 
Hashoones back in their seats.  
 
“Attention, Montezuma,” Tycho said into his headset. “This is the Shadow Comet, 
operating under letter of marque of the Jovian Union. We claim your vessel 
under the articles of war governing interplanetary commerce. Shut down your 
engines and prepare for boarding.” 
  
Tycho could imagine the astonishment in the roadstead—a Jovian privateer had 
swooped down on a vessel that had barely left its docking cradle, despite Earth 
warships being less than half an hour’s flight time away. 
 
“The authorities have been contacted, Comet,” a voice said in Tycho’s ears. 
“They’ll be here in no time. Better run and hide, little pirate.” 
 
“Negative, Montezuma,” Tycho said. “Prepare for boarding.” 
 
“I don’t think so, Comet. We’ll enjoy watching your capture … or your 
destruction.” 
 
Tycho double-checked that his microphone was off.  
 
“Captain?” he asked his mother. 
 
“Anything from Mr. de Pere at Pallas? If the Lionheart moves even a centimeter I 
need to know.” 
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“Nothing,” Tycho said. Ahead of them, the Montezuma had grown from a bright 
dot to a slim rectangle, reddish-brown in the light of the distant sun. 
 
“Five thousand klicks,” Yana said. “No sign of reduced ion emissions.” 
 
“Give them one more chance,” Diocletia said. “After that we start knocking off 
pieces.” 
 
“Aye-aye,” Tycho said, flipping his microphone back on. “Last warning, 
Montezuma. Heave to or we will fire. You have thirty seconds.” 
 
“This is absurd. Even if you boarded, this is a bulk freighter. We can handle a 
few pirates.” 
 
“Not three-quarters empty you can’t,” Yana said with a grin as Huff stomped 
back onto the quarterdeck. 
 
“Belay that,” Diocletia said, reaching for her own headset. “Mr. Grigsby? Target 
the auxiliary sensor mast.” 
 
A moment later the Comet shuddered and white streaks shot from her bow-
chaser. The Hashoones could see the flash as the projectiles impacted.  
 
“Carlo, circle them,” Diocletia said. “Gun crews hold fire. Tycho, give me the 
comm.”  
 
“It’s yours, captain.” 
 
“This is Captain Diocletia Hashoone, Montezuma. What’s it going to be next? My 
gun crews are eyeing that solar regulator. Or would you prefer to lose the 
starboard thermal shunt?” 
 
They could hear arguments on the bulk freighter’s bridge. 
 
“Hold your fire, Comet,” the Montezuma’s captain grumbled. “But you’ll hang for 
this!”  
 
“Hazard of the trade, that,” muttered Huff. 
 
“Mavry, double-sized boarding party, like we discussed,” Diocletia said. 
 
“Dad?” Yana asked. “Make sure there’s no confusion belowdecks about who’s 
going and who’s not. We don’t want to spoil the big surprise.” 
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Mavry departed with Huff alongside him. The Hashoones listened anxiously to 
the feed from Mavry’s microphone as the boarding party assembled at the 
starboard airlock and crossed into the Montezuma. Tycho worried the freighter 
would stall for time, but after some objections the Montezumas agreed to take 
the invaders to the bridge. 
 
“What’s happening with the Lionheart?” Diocletia asked Tycho. 
 
“Last word from Mr. de Pere had her taking on fuel and consumables. And in no 
particular hurry.” 
 
“I want to go over to the Monty,” Yana said. “She’s my prize.” 
 
“I heard you the first time,” Diocletia said. “The answer’s still no. Even if your 
lieutenant keeps his end of the bargain, there may be some other Earth warship 
just coming into the roadstead. Never fall in love with your own plan, Yana—it 
ensures you’ll be the last person to admit it’s gone wrong.” 
 
“But Captain—” 
 
“Shh, they’re entering the bridge. Vesuvia, turn up the volume on Mavry’s 
microphone.” 
 
“—no way one of His Majesty’s merchantmen can be taken with an Earth cruiser 
just minutes away,” the Montezuma’s captain spluttered. 
 
“And yet here we are and that’s what’s happening,” Mavry said, and Tycho 
could almost see his father’s easy grin.  
 
Tycho’s headset buzzed. He switched channels, listened and frowned. 
 
“Thank you, Mr. de Pere,” he said, then looked up. “Tenders are withdrawing 
from the Lionheart and she’s requested immediate clearance to depart.” 
  
“Mavry, hurry,” Diocletia said into her microphone. 
 
The Montezuma’s captain was arguing vociferously about the laws of space. 
 
“We’re not here for a philosophical debate, sir,” Mavry said, raising his voice. “A 
small exchange of livres and you’ll be on your way in minutes—a little lighter in 
the bank account, granted, but still in possession of your ship and cargo.” 
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“How much lighter?” demanded the captain. 
 
“One hundred thousand livres,” Mavry said. 
 
“I don’t think the captain liked that,” Yana said wryly when the furious noise 
ebbed. 
 
“Mr. de Pere says the Lionheart’s cast off and is outbound,” Tycho said. 
 
“We need to go,” Diocletia said. 
 
“Wait,” said Carlo. “Tyke, ask de Pere how fast the Lionheart’s moving.” 
 
“How would he know that? We didn’t send him to Pallas with a sensor mast in 
his pocket, you know.” 
 
“He’s a veteran spacer—he knows the difference between a ship rolling out hot 
and one that’s taking her time.” 
 
Diocletia drummed her fingers on her station as Tycho switched channels and 
spoke with de Pere. 
 
“We’ve got time, Captain,” Carlo insisted.  
 
“Mr. de Pere says she’s moving off slowly,” Tycho said. “But she’ll be here in less 
than two bells at any speed.” 
 
“For the last time, I won’t pay it,” the Montezuma’s captain told Mavry. 
 
“Very well, Captain,” Mavry said. “You may now consider these ladies and 
gentlemen a prize crew, and that prize crew will take the Montezuma to 
Ganymede for condemnation. You’ll have to tell your bosses that instead of 
parting with a hundred thousand of their livres, you lost a ship and cargo worth 
two million. Oh, and then you’ll need to ask them for a ticket back to Earth on a 
commercial liner.” 
 
“Wait …” the Montezuma’s captain muttered. 
 
“I’m afraid I can’t wait,” Mavry said. “Mr. Richards, you’re in charge. Put the 
Montezumas under guard and we’ll see you at Ganymede.” 
 
“Wait!” 
 
“Nope. You had your chance.” 
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“What’s Dad doing?” Yana asked. “I promised Abelson we’d let the Monty go 
for a ransom—no condemnation.” 
 
“And that’s what will happen,” Diocletia said with a smile. “Your father knows 
how to negotiate. He’s just enjoying himself.” 
 
“It seems I have no choice,” the Montezuma’s captain said. “How do we transfer 
the funds?” 
 
“It so happens I have a mediapad right here,” Mavry said. 
 
 
 
Tycho descended the ladderwell from the quarterdeck carefully, slowed by the 
jumpsuits draped over his shoulders. 
 
His division’s crewers greeted him with cheers—word of the Montezuma’s 
ransom had returned with the boarding party. Some of the more boisterous ones 
reached out to slap his shoulder or tousle his hair, retreating hastily when 
Grigsby began roaring about respect and being taught it in the brig. 
 
“We’ve had a nice payday, but we’re after a bigger one,” Tycho said. “Now then. 
Anyone who was part of the Monty boarding party, I’m afraid we can’t use you 
for this next part. Step over here, please.” 
 
Five of the crewers stepped out of line. Tycho eyed the remaining fifteen. He was 
responsible for selecting twelve. 
  
“Mr. Jingel, over to the side please,” he said. “We can’t have the risk of anyone 
on the Monty remembering you.” 
 
Plus someone’s likely to space you for talking too much, Tycho thought to himself. 
Speaking of which, Croke was a good man but had been relieved of his duties as 
the Comet’s purser for drunkenness.  
 
“Mr. Croke, we’ll be running with a skeleton crew, so we’ll need your experience 
aboard the Comet,” Tycho said. 
 
Croke stepped aside and Tycho considered Corso, Licht and Reynauld. One of 
the remaining three would have to stay behind. He tried to ignore the eagerness 
on Corso’s face.  
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“Ms. Corso, if you’d join Mr. Reynauld—“ he began, but Grigsby stepped 
forward. 
 
“Beg pardon, Master Hashoone,” the warrant officer said. “Corso needs to sit the 
ordinary spacer exam tomorrow.” 
 
“Very well,” Tycho said as Corso looked down at the decking, unable to hide her 
disappointment. “That’s twelve, then.”  
 
Tycho started handing out gray jumpsuits to the remaining Comets, who 
exchanged puzzled looks. 
 
“What’s this, then?” asked Wyler, his lips moving as he studied the word 
‘tortoise.’ 
 
“Your new identities,” Tycho said. “Get changed and reassemble back here on 
the double. Oh, and take out your piercings, turn off your optical implants, and 
power down your tattoos. I need you all to look boring.” 
 
As the crewers took their leave, Grigsby reached forward to intercept Reynauld, 
his powerful arm rippling with fiery tattoos. 
 
“One second there, crewer,” Grigsby said. “Master Tycho, I’d like to take this 
one’s place.” 
 
“I’m afraid that’s impossible,” Tycho said. “You were part of the boarding party, 
Mr. Grigsby. And you’re a … distinctive figure. They’d know you at once.” 
 
“They won’t,” Grigsby said. “Let me try on this here rig. If I don’t look boring, 
Master Tycho, I’ll withdraw with no more fuss.” 
 
“Very well.” 
 
The Comets returned in ones and twos, fingers plucking at their dull gray 
jumpsuits. Tycho went down the line, reminding them to shed nose rings and 
bracelets they’d forgotten. Meanwhile, the Comets who were staying behind 
pointed and laughed at their now rather ordinary-looking crewmates. 
 
“You lot’s the sorriest-looking gang of pirates I seen in decades,” Croke said with 
a giggle. 
 
“Privateers,” Tycho said automatically. “And that’s the idea.” 
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The double-takes began the second the last gray-clad crewer stepped forward. 
Even Tycho had to hide a smile. Grigsby had hidden his white dreadlocks under 
a black knit cap, extinguished his tattoos and even removed the chrome caps 
from his teeth. When he slouched slightly he was almost unrecognizable. 
 
“Well, Master Tycho? Do I pass?” 
 
“Pass?” demanded Higgs. “You look like a …  why, you look like a civilian, 
boss!” 
 
Emboldened, the other Comets crowded around their suddenly less-fearsome 
warrant officer. 
 
“Civilian? He looks like a tired old pixel-pusher!” exclaimed Croke. 
 
“That’s enough from you lot,” growled Grigsby. 
 
“A tired old pixel-pusher what would get spacesick a meter outside a pressure 
dome!” added Jingel. 
 
“Enough!” Grigsby roared. “Back in line! Or we’ll see what smart remarks the lot 
of you come up with after a good keelhauling!” 
 
The Comets reluctantly resumed their places, suppressing giggles as they 
glanced sideways at the fuming Grigsby. 
 
“But why’s we playin’ dress-up, Master Tycho?” asked Al Khalifa.  
 
“Because when your ferries land on Pallas you won’t be Comets, but Tortoises—
just in from Io, with credits in your pockets and shore leave on your mind,” 
Tycho said. “Except our imaginary Tortoise isn’t a privateer. She’s an ore boat. A 
rusty, slow-footed scow. You’re in port for the first time in months, and tonight 
you’ll be lodging at Madame Masterton’s.” 
 
The older, wiser Comets looked up in alarm. Chanocha spoke first. 
 
“Hate to be the bearer of ill news, Master Tycho, but that she-devil’s the most—” 
 
“—notorious crimp on Pallas,” Tycho finished for her. “I know. You’re going to 
let her take you anyway. And come tomorrow, you’ll wake up aboard the 
Montezuma.” 
 
“I ain’t one for second-guessin’ what comes down the ladder, Master Tycho,” 
Jingel piped up. “But are yeh sure ‘bout this here plan?” 
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“We are, Mr. Jingel,” Tycho said. “The Tortoises won’t be gone for long, because 
we’re going to intercept the Montezuma again. And when we do, her officers are 
going to discover their frightened Tortoises have turned into some very angry 
Comets. It’s a lesson that scow’s crooked owners and their crimp friends will 
remember for a long time.” 
 
A few of the Comets began to grin, and muttered explanations in the ears of their 
neighbors. Soon all of the spacers were cheering. 
 
 
 

here was a little café in the same pressure dome as Madame Masterton’s, 
and Tycho and Yana were there at 0630, splitting stale toast topped with 
something that barely passed for jam. Tycho nursed a hot chocolate as 
Yana swigged her second jump-pop. 

 
They were the only customers—and all but ignored by the café’s yawning cook 
and indifferent waitress. The second time Tycho said he was worried they’d fall 
victim to crimps themselves, Yana opened her satchel and showed him a 
compact shock prod with wicked-looking chrome barbs. 
 
“Grandpa lent it to me,” she said. 
 
“Isn’t that illegal?” 
 
Yana shrugged. “So’s selling crewers to crimps.” 
 
As if on cue, two wide doors on the side of Madame Masterton’s opened. A 
skinny, sallow-faced man holding a cargo hook emerged and looked around the 
dome, his eyes lingering on Yana and Tycho as the café’s cook and waitress 
suddenly found things to do. 
 
The man waved at someone inside the kip and a line of men emerged pushing 
carts, each about three meters long. The carts were essentially oversized baskets, 
their tops covered with tarps. Their wheels grumbled as the men shoved them 
along, grimacing with the effort. 
 
“Laundry day?” Tycho asked with a raised eyebrow. 
 
“Yeah right,” Yana said. “Don’t worry, Tyke. Our crewers had a fine shindy, and 
now they’ll get an even finer payday.” 
 
“I just hope they weren’t roughed up too badly.” 

T 
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“Even if they were, they’ll get a chance at revenge. Most victims of crimps can 
only dream about that.” 
 
Tycho supposed that was true, but he couldn’t stop thinking about the men and 
women in those carts—were they simply unconscious after a riotous night, or 
drugged, injured, or both? 
 
When Tycho and Yana returned to the Hashoones’ rented quarters, Diocletia was 
sitting at the kitchen table with a mug of coffee. She had deep circles under her 
eyes, and strands of her black hair had escaped the confines of her ponytail. 
 
Yana told her what they’d seen and she nodded, but her face remained grave. 
 
“Don’t worry, Mother,” Yana said. “Everything’s going according to plan.” 
 
Diocletia shook her head. “We should have had someone watching the landing 
field. We’re assuming Madame Masterton sold the Comets as crew for the 
Montezuma. But what if we’re wrong? There are a lot of ships out there. What if 
we intercept the Monty and find no sign of our own people?” 
 
Yana looked away, her white teeth working at her lower lip, and Tycho knew his 
sister hadn’t considered that.  
 
“Then we scour the solar system,” she said firmly. “And we don’t stop until we 
find out where they went.” 
 
 
 
Missing more than half her crewers meant the Comet was oddly quiet in her 
docking cradle above Pallas. The clang-clang of the bells echoed belowdecks, and 
instead of the usual tramp of boots Tycho could hear individual crewers passing 
below.  
 
It didn’t help that with Grigsby absent, Callum was in charge of discipline. 
Callum was the bosun and a well-respected veteran, but he had a reedy voice 
that tended to squeak when he became agitated. It was hard—very hard—not to 
laugh overhearing his attempts to dress down Comets who displeased him. 
 
Diocletia had just silenced the quarterdeck with a warning finger when Callum 
started berating some dirtsider about the proper loading of stores in an even 
squeakier voice than usual. 
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“He actually does sound like Grigsby—if there was a helium leak belowdecks,” 
Yana said, which left Tycho doubled over with his face jammed in the crook of 
his elbow as Carlo glared at his siblings. 
 
“What did I just say?” Diocletia demanded, but even she turned away, one hand 
over her mouth.  
 
It took the better part of a half-hour before Tycho and Yana could so much look 
at each other safely. At least the crewers had duties—including Corso, sitting in 
the wardroom with her ordinary spacer’s exam. Tycho had already done his 
homework and had nothing to occupy his time. All he could do was wait and 
watch the Montezuma prepare for flight. 
 
“Months of boredom, minutes of terror,” Huff muttered. “Arrr, ‘tis the life of a 
pirate, even if it don’t get talked about in the holo-dramas.” 
 
When the Montezuma finally did cast off, Tycho wondered for a second if he was 
imagining it. But no, the bulk freighter was actually moving, creeping away from 
the tangle of docking cradles towards her long-range tanks. 
 
“And now everything depends on your friend Lieutenant Abelson,” Diocletia 
said with a glance back at Yana. 
 
“I know,” Yana said. “We give the Monty a three-hour head start and then head 
for the roadstead … where the show begins.” 
 
Diocletia shook her head. “Which is the part of this lunatic plan I like least.” 
 
“So far, so good, right?” Tycho asked. 
 
“Maybe I’m just getting old,” Diocletia said with a sigh. “Still, you know the joke 
about the pirate who crash-landed on Mars?” 
 
Mavry grinned. Tycho and Yana looked at each other, puzzled. Tycho tried to 
remember the last time he’d heard their mother tell a joke, and came up with 
nothing. 
 
“Pirate ship takes a hit in the Martian upper atmosphere, one that severs all the 
engine linkages,” Diocletia said. “She picks up speed as she plummets towards 
the surface. The pilot yanks on the control yoke, but nothing happens. The 
captain’s silent, but halfway down he can’t stand it any more. So he asks the pilot 
for an update. The pilot shrugs and says ‘so far, so good.’ ” 
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The Shadow Comet returned to the Pallas roadstead at maximum speed and flying 
Jovian colors. This time, her target was a trim caravel that had just cast off, 
identified by her transponders as the Skylark. 
 
“Vesuvia, beat to quarters,” Diocletia said. “Go ahead, Tycho.” 
 
“Attention, Skylark,” Tycho said into his headset as the bosun’s pipes shrilled 
below. “This is the Shadow Comet, operating under letter of marque of the Jovian 
Union. We claim your vessel under the articles of war governing interplanetary 
commerce. Shut down your engines and prepare for boarding.” 
 
“Mr. Callum, remind the gun crews to fire wide,” Diocletia said into her own 
headset. “It’s strange to say, but we don’t want to hit anything.” 
 
“Aye, Captain,” Callum replied. “They’ll do their duty. Or I suppose in this case 
they won’t.” 
 
The Skylark’s captain squawked in protest, but shut down her craft’s engines.  
 
“Carlo, slow down,” Diocletia said. “Now where’s the blasted Lionheart?” 
 
“Sensors report no ship within range matching parameters of HMS Lionheart,” 
Vesuvia announced coolly. 
 
“Which we can see fer ourselves, yeh mouthy telescope,” Huff growled. 
 
Mavry cocked an eyebrow at Diocletia. “What if we actually have to take this 
prize?” 
 
Diocletia threw her hands in the air. “With what crewers? She’d probably take 
us.” 
 
“Sensor contact,” Vesuvia intoned. 
 
“It’s the Lionheart,” Yana said.  
 
“Sensors do not indicate— “ Vesuvia objected. 
 
“Give me a break, Vesuv,” Yana said. “Confidence on profile match is already 
82.1 percent at outer range of sensor cone.” 
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“Thank God,” Diocletia said, then shook her head. “Which is the first and I hope 
the last time I ever say that about an Earth cruiser charging at us. All right, 
people. Let’s give Yana’s friend the show we promised.” 
 
Carlo twitched the control yoke and the Comet broke off to starboard, away from 
the Skylark.  
 
“Tycho, where’s my course back to our tanks?” Carlo asked. 
 
“I’m recalibrating based on the Lionheart’s heading,” Tycho said. “You’ll have it 
in a minute.” 
 
“Lionheart’s eighty thousand klicks out,” Yana said. “We’ll pass within a couple 
of thousand klicks of her if we hold this course.” 
 
“No closer than that, please,” Diocletia said. 
 
“Incoming transmission,” Tycho said, routing the audio to the quarterdeck’s 
speakers. 
 
“Attention, Jovian privateer,” a stern voice said in a clipped Earth accent. “This is 
Captain Federlane of HMS Lionheart. Heave to and surrender your vessel or we 
will fire upon you. There will be no further warning.” 
 
“Comm silence, Tycho,” Diocletia said. “Let’s fly.” 
 
All watched the gap between the two ships shrinking as the Lionheart began 
turning ponderously to cut off the privateer. 
 
“Missile launch detected,” Vesuvia intoned when the ships were five thousand 
kilometers apart. “Missile launch detected.”  
 
“Release chaff on our starboard beam,” Diocletia ordered. 
 
The Comet shivered and bursts of flame erupted ahead of her and to starboard. 
They faded, leaving behind glittering particles of metal designed to scramble the 
incoming missiles’ targeting systems. 
 
“See?” Yana asked. “Two missiles when she could have launched two dozen.” 
 
Then the Lionheart’s guns opened up, sending lances of fire across space towards 
the Comet. Carlo banked to port and dived as the Comet shook. 
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Mavry whistled as Tycho’s heart began pounding. “They know they’re supposed 
to miss, don’t they?” 
 
“Let’s hope so,” Diocletia said, grabbing her headset. “Mr. Callum? Return fire, 
but remember we’re aiming wide.” 
 
The Comet’s starboard guns opened up as the frigate dodged and weaved 
through a net of laser fire. 
 
“Hope this is enough to convince everyone watching at the roadstead,” Yana 
muttered. 
 
“It’s been enough to convince me,” Tycho said, trying to slow down his 
breathing. “Carlo, we’re past the Lionheart’s position. Range to tanks is twenty 
thousand klicks.” 
 
“We’re running at maximum velocity,” Carlo said.  
 
The cannon fire died away as the Comet left the Lionheart astern. Diocletia 
ordered the gun crews to cease firing. Belowdecks, the Comets cheered 
uncertainly, not sure whether to celebrate having failed to score a single hit. 
 
Vesuvia was connecting the Comet’s fuel lines to her long-range tanks when the 
message came in—a tight-beam transmission from an anonymous ID. 
 
It read CERES CORRIDOR 18. 
 
 
 
Ceres Corridor 18 was one of many routes connecting Pallas with Ceres, its more 
populated and prosperous neighbor within the asteroid belt. On Diocletia’s 
orders, Carlo positioned the Comet just off the route and began silent running. 
Mavry busied himself correcting the completed ordinary-spacer exams by the 
dim light of his mediapad, while the rest of the Hashoones simply waited. 
 
“Sensor contact,” Vesuvia announced just after six bells. 
 
Tycho looked at Yana, reminding himself not to get his hopes up. Three starships 
had already passed their position—a mail-boat, a well-armed medium freighter 
and a civilian liner. The Comet had let all of them pass, waiting for her real prey. 
 
“That’s the Monty all right,” Yana said. “And right where Abelson said she’d 
be.” 
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“Then let’s go get her,” Diocletia said.  
 
“And take her to Ganymede,” Mavry added with a grin 
 
“Ceres is a lot closer,” Carlo pointed out, but Diocletia shook her head. 
 
“Abelson kept his promises. We still have one more of Yana’s to honor.” 
 
Tycho would have given a big chunk of his prize money to have been on the 
bridge when the captain of the Montezuma identified the frigate bearing down on 
him. As it was, he had to be satisfied with listening to the man’s outraged 
spluttering. 
 
Diocletia pointed at the schematic of the Montezuma. “Look at that, Mavry. I 
believe they’ve replaced their auxiliary sensor mast.”  
 
“Indeed they have. Looks like an upgraded model, too. They’re expensive.” 
 
“Mr. Callum, shoot it off,” Diocletia said into her headset. “The impact will wake 
up our Tortoises.” 
 
When Tycho order the Montezuma’s captain to shut down the engines, his 
response was a torrent of bad language that left the Hashoones grinning at each 
other—except for Carlo, who shook his head. 
 
“Highly unprofessional,” he said. 
 
“Ion emissions are dropping to zero,” Yana said. 
 
“Glad you’ve reconsidered, Montezuma,” Tycho said. “Prepare for boarding.” 
 
All on the quarterdeck could hear the freighter’s captain screaming at someone 
that he had given no order to shut down the engines. Then there were shouts and 
the sounds of carbine fire on the Montezuma. 
 
“Patch me through, Tycho,” Diocletia said.  
 
“You’re transmitting.” 
 
“Sounds like you have a full-scale mutiny on your hands, Captain,” Diocletia 
said into her microphone. “But that’s what you get for dealing with crimps.” 
 
“I will not be lectured on morality by a pirate,” sneered the captain. “I assure you 
our security detail can handle the crew of one miserable ore boat.”  
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“I’m sure they could—but instead of Tortoises, your friend Madame Masterton 
delivered three dozen Comets. They’re all veterans of dozens of boarding 
actions—and in this case, they’re already aboard.” 
 
“WHAT?”  
 
“Mr. Callum, disable that vessel on my mark,” Diocletia said. 
 
“Wait, Comet!” the Montezuma’s captain cried out. “There’s no need for further 
hostilities, now is there?” 
 
Yana grinned at Tycho, then reached over to slap hands with him. 
 
“There isn’t, captain,” Diocletia said. “Order your security officers to throw 
down their weapons and prepare for boarding.” 
 
“And how much will the ransom be this time?” the Montezuma’s captain asked 
wearily. 
 
Diocletia nodded at Yana. “I’ll let my daughter discuss that with you.” 
 
Yana activated her headset. 
 
“Ransom?” she asked in apparent astonishment. “Oh no, Captain. We couldn’t 
possibly leave you out here with all that cargo and less than a full crew. What if 
you ran into pirates?” 
 
 
 
The Comet and the Montezuma hung side by side in space, their airlocks 
connected. Belowdecks on the frigate, the Comets who’d stayed behind greeted 
the returning Tortoises, who proudly showed off the cuts and bruises they’d 
earned fighting for control of the freighter. 
 
Tycho found Grigsby at the center of a knot of Comets, his drab jumpsuit rolled 
down to his waist and his tattoos once more blinking brightly. 
 
“We just got the Monty’s manifest,” Tycho said with a grin. “It’s enough for 
more than a few fine shindys. Congratulations, Mr. Grigsby—to you and all your 
Tortoises!” 
 
The Comets cheered, but Grigsby waved dismissively. 
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“Just a spot of bother, Master Tycho,” he said. “Yesterday was the hard part—we 
spent hours loading that cursed tub. What’s the point of being a pirate if you get 
stuck doing an honest day’s work?” 
 
Tycho smiled as the Comets laughed. Then he stepped closer and told Grigsby 
he had business of his own to discuss. The belowdecks boss listened, then 
nodded. 
 
“Corso!” he bellowed. “Report!” 
 
Corso pushed through the throng of Comets. Her Adam’s apple jumped in her 
throat. 
 
“What is it, Master Hashoone? Should I turn out my things for inspection?” 
 
“No need for that, Ms. Corso,” Tycho said with a smile. “But you should gather 
your gear. You’re going to Ganymede.” 
 
Corso’s eyes widened. “Sir? Does that mean ... ?” 
 
“It does,” Tycho said. “Your test scores qualify you as ordinary spacer—and by a 
wide margin, too. I give you joy of it, Ms. Corso. And we’d be honored if you’d 
be part of the Montezuma’s prize crew.”  
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A SPACER’S LEXICON 
 
 

A 
 
able spacer. The most experienced class of crewer aboard a starship. Able 
spacers are more experienced than ordinary spacers, while crewers with too little 
experience to be considered ordinary spacers are called dirtsiders.  
 
aft. Toward the rear of a starship; the opposite of fore. 
 
armorer.	A	wardroom	officer	in	charge	of	a	starship’s	hand	weapons.	As	most	
crewers	on	privateers	and	pirate	ships	carried	their	own	arms,	the	rank	of	armorer	
was	largely	a	ceremonial	one,	a	rank	given	to	a	veteran	spacer	as	a	reward	for	good	
service.	
 
arrrr. Originally an acknowledgment of an order (“yar”), it has become a 
nonspecific pirate outburst, adaptable to any situation. The more Rs, the greater 
the intensity of feeling. 
 
articles. A written agreement drawn up for each cruise, setting out rules and the 
division of any prize money, and signed by all hands aboard a privateer or pirate 
ship. 
 
articles of war. The body of space law governing hostilities between spacegoing 
nations and their starships 
 
artificial intelligence. Software designed for interactions with humans. Some 
AIs are very sophisticated, with simulated personalities, while others are basic, 
designed for simple exchanges. 
 
asteroid belt. The field of debris located between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, 
rich in minerals and water ice. The largest celestial body in the belt is Ceres, an 
independent dwarf planet. Other large inhabited asteroids include Vesta, Pallas, 
Hygiea, Hermione and Cybele. Vesta and Hygiea pledge allegiance to Earth, 
while the others are independent and neutral in the conflict between Earth and 
Jupiter. 
 
aye-aye. An acknowledgment of an order. 
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B 
 
beat to quarters. A summons to battle stations, in ancient times accomplished by 
beating out a rhythm on a drum, in modern times achieved by playing a 
recording. 
 
belay. A ranking officer’s order countermanding a just-issued order. 
 
belowdecks. The deck of a starship below the bridge or quarterdeck, generally 
reserved for spacers and officers who aren’t members of the bridge crew. Also 
refers collectively to these spacers. 
 
berth. A sleeping place aboard a starship. 
 
boarding action. The invasion of a starship with marines or crewers. 
 
boarding party. A group of marines or crewers whose job it is to board and take 
control of a starship. 
 
bosun. A wardroom officer whose duties include daily ship inspections. The 
bosun reports to the warrant officer. 
 
bosun’s mate. A wardroom officer who assists the bosun, and fills in while he or 
she is off-watch. 
 
bow. The front of a starship. 
 
bow chaser. A gun located at a starship’s bow, designed for firing at ships being 
pursued. 
 
bridge. A starship’s command center, generally called the quarterdeck on 
warships, privateers and pirate ships. On the Shadow Comet, the quarterdeck was 
the middle deck, and reserved for the bridge crew. 
 
bridge crew. The officers who serve aboard the quarterdeck or bridge. On many 
privateers, the bridge crew is limited to the family that owns the ship or their 
close associates.  
 
brig. A room used as a jail aboard a starship. 
 
bulk freighter. A large merchant ship, typically corporate-owned. 
 
burgoo. A gruel made from shipboard rations, not particularly liked by crewers. 
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C 
 
cabin. An enclosed room on a starship. Generally refers to an officer’s personal 
quarters.  
 
Callisto. One of the Gallilean moons of Jupiter, known for its mineral wealth.  
 
cannon. A general term for a starship’s hull-mounted weapons. Cannons can fire 
laser beams or missiles, and are designed for different intensities of fire and 
ranges. 
 
captain. The commander of a starship. Traditionally, a former captain is still 
addressed as captain. 
 
caravel. A small, speedy freighter.  
 
carbine. A pistol.  
 
cargo. Goods carried by a merchant starship.  
 
Ceres. A dwarf planet, formally known as 1 Ceres and the largest celestial body 
in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. Originally a jumping-off point for 
exploration of the outer solar system, it declared itself neutral after the formation 
of the Jovian Union, becoming a hub frequented by traders, explorers and 
representatives from Earth and the Union.  
 
chaff. Scraps of metal released by a starship to confuse the sensors of an enemy 
ship and/or guided missile. 
 
chandler. A merchant who sells goods to starships in port.  
 
chaplain. A crewer who supervises religious services aboard a starship. On 
many ships, the chaplain also serves as a schoolmaster, educating young spacers. 
Chaplains are considered wardroom officers on some starships. 
 
channel. A communications band. Different states, corporations and other 
associations use different channels to communicate. Sensitive communications 
are encrypted.  
 
cheroot. A cheap, often smelly cigar.  
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coaster. A starship that operates close to a planet or within a system of moons, as 
opposed to starships that make interplanetary voyages.  
 
colors. A declaration of allegiance broadcast via transponders; i.e. a flag. Ships 
often travel broadcasting no signal for security, a status known as “black 
transponders,” and/or make inaccurate declarations, known as “false colors.”  
 
condemn. To seize a ship for auction or sale under prize law.  
 
control yoke. The joystick-like control for steering a starship, used in conjunction 
with pedals. Most starship bridges had control yokes and pedals at each crew 
member’s station.  
 
convoy. A group of merchant ships traveling together for mutual protection, 
often with armed starships as escorts.  
 
crewer. A member of a starship’s crew; the equivalent of a sailor on ancient 
ships. “Crewer” technically refers to all members of a starship’s crew, but 
members of the bridge crew are rarely if ever called crewers.  
 
crimp. A person who captures spacers in port and sells them to starships as 
crewers. Unlike press gangs, crimps believe in no law except force.  
 
cruise. A starship’s voyage.  
 
cruiser. A fast, heavily armed warship.  
 
cuddy. A cabin in which officers gather to eat their meals. 
 

D 
 
dirtsider. A spacer with minimal training and experience, limited to simple tasks 
aboard a starship. A hard-working dirtsider may eventually be rated an ordinary 
spacer.  
 
docking cradle. A mooring point for a ship in orbit. 
 

E 
 
Earth. The third planet of the solar system, and the origin of humanity. Earth is 
the solar system’s dominant world by any economic or military measure. It is 
ruled by a constitutional monarchy, its king advised and served by regional 
parliaments and extensive ministries that look after the interests of the planet’s 
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most powerful corporations. Earth’s military power far outweighs that of the 
Jovian Union, but is limited by the vast distances of the solar system.  
 
engineer. A wardroom officer responsible for keeping a starship operating 
properly. 
 

F 
 
first mate. A starship’s second-in-command. 
 
flag. A declaration of allegiance, generally indicated through transponder codes 
rather than a physical banner.  
 
fore. Toward the front of a starship; the opposite of aft. 
 
freighter. A general term for a merchant vessel.  
 
frigate. A fast warship used for scouting and intercepts, well-armed but relying 
more on speed than weapons. The Shadow Comet is a heavily modified frigate.  
 

G 
 
Ganymede. One of the Gallilean moons of Jupiter and the capital of the Jovian 
Union.  
 
gig. A small, unarmed ship used for short trips between nearby moons or 
between ports and starships in orbit. An armed gig is generally called a launch..  
 
green. When referring to a system or process, an indication that all is ready or 
working normally.  
  
grog. A mix of alcohol and water, beloved by starship crewers. Also refers to 
alcoholic drinks imbibed in port, which shouldn’t be mixed with water but often 
are.  
 
gunner’s	mate.	A	wardroom	officer	who	assists	the	master	gunner	and	assumes	his	
or	her	duties	during	some	watches.	
 

H 
 
hail. An opening communication from one party to another.  
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hammock. A length of canvas or netting strung between beams belowdecks, in 
which crewers sleep.  
 
hand. A crewer, generally limited to discussions of “all hands.”  
 
hard horse. A stern, harsh and/or stubborn ship captain.  
 
heading. A starship’s current course.  
 
heave to. A command for a starship to stop its motion.  
 
HMS. His (or Her, depending on the monarch) Majesty’s Ship, a prefix for a 
warship from Earth.  
 
hold. The area of a starship in which cargo is stored.  
 
holo-drama. An interactive entertainment.  
 
Hygiea. An inhabited asteroid, formally known as 10 Hygiea.  
 
 

I 
 
impression. Forced service aboard a starship. 
 
intercept. The process of examining a starship for possible boarding, often 
followed by a boarding action.  
 
 

J 
 
jolly boat. A small craft used for inspections or repairs of starships in orbit.  
 
Jovian Union. An alliance of inhabited moons and asteroids in the outer solar 
system, which declared its independence from Earth in 2590. Its capital was 
Ganymede, a moon of Jupiter. Its members were Io, the Protectorate of Europa, 
Ganymede, Callisto (all moons of Jupiter); 624 Hektor, 617 Patroclus, 911 
Agamemnon, 1172 Aneas (all Trojan asteroids of Jupiter); Enceladus, Tethys, 
Dione, Rhea, Titan, Iapetus, Phoebe (all moons of Saturn); Miranda, Ariel, 
Umbriel, Titania and Oberon (all moons of Uranus).  
 
jump-pop. A sugary, caffeinated drink loved by children and crewers alike. Bad 
for you.  
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Jupiter. The fifth planet of the solar system, and the heart of the Jovian Union.  
 

K 
 
keelhaul. To abuse someone. Derived from the ancient practice of hauling a 
disobedient sailor under a ship’s keel.  
 
kip. A cheap lodging-house in a port.  
 
klick. A kilometer.  
 

L 
 
ladderwell. A ladder connecting decks on a starship.  
 
letter of marque. A document giving a civilian starship the right to seize ships 
loyal to another nation, an action that otherwise would be considered piracy.  
 
livre. The currency of the solar system.  
 
log. A record of a starship’s operations.  
 
long-range tanks. Starships use bulky long-range tanks loaded with fuel for 
journeys between inhabited planets and distant asteroids, as only such tanks can 
carry sufficient fuel for crossing such vast distances. For shorter journeys, 
landing on planets or engaging in battle, ships detach from their tanks for greater 
maneuverability, relying on smaller on-board tanks.  
 
lumper. A laborer hired to load and unload a merchant ship in orbit or in port.  
 

M N O 
 
Mars. The fourth planet of the solar system. It broke away from Earth’s rule in 
the early 2400s before returning to the fold some two centuries later. 
 
mast. A pole attached to a starship’s hull to maximize the capabilities of sensors 
and/or antennae .  
 
master. A member of the bridge crew who is not the captain or first mate. A 
female crew member holding this rank is sometimes but not always called 
mistress.  
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master-at-arms. A wardroom officer responsible for discipline belowdecks. On 
some ships the warrant officer or bosun serves as the master-at-arms, but wise 
captains avoid such an arrangement, as many crewers regard it as unfair.  
 
master	gunner.	A	wardroom	officer	in	charge	of	a	ship’s	gun	crews.	Assisted	by	the	
gunner’s	mate.	
 
mediapad. A handheld tablet that can store documents, retrieve information 
from networks and be used as a communication device. Mediapads of various 
shapes and sizes are ubiquitous.  
 
midshipman. A crewer training to be an officer. Midshipmen typically begin as 
children, spending years as apprentices belowdecks before being appointed to a 
starship’s bridge crew. Low-ranking masters who are new to the bridge crew are 
often still called midshipmen. Middie, for short.  
 
“my starship.” A declaration of a captain or ranking officer indicating that he or 
she is assuming command. Command can be assigned through the order “your 
starship,” etc.  
 
ore boat. A starship hauling ore, typically owned by a prospector.  
 

P 
 
Pallas. Formally known as 2 Pallas, an independent asteroid located relatively 
near Ceres. 
 
pass. A document attesting to a spacer’s current service aboard a starship, 
offering theoretical protection from impression.  
 
pipe. A whistle used by the bosun to issue orders to a crew. Any spacer quickly 
learns to identify the unique tune for each order.  
 
pirate. A civilian starship (or crewer aboard such a starship) that seizes or attacks 
other ships without authorization from a government. Piracy is punishable by 
death. A civilian ship with authorization for such seizures or attacks is a 
privateer. 
 
pixel-pusher. An information worker whose job isn’t nearly as fun as being a 
pirate or privateer.  
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port. The left side of a ship, if a crewer is looking toward the bow from the stern. 
A starship’s port hull is marked by red lights. Also, a planet, moon or asteroid 
where a starship crew takes on supplies, offloads cargo or has other business.  
 
press gang. A group of spacers that prowls ports looking for men or women to 
impress into the navy, merchant marine or crew of a starship. Unlike crimps, 
press gangs respect interplanetary law. 
 
privateer. A civilian starship authorized to take offensive action against another 
nation, typically by seizing merchant ships belonging to that nation. Unlike 
pirates, privateers possess a letter of marque, which requires them to abide by 
the laws of war and all other laws of space.  
 
prize. An enemy vessel, crew and cargo captured in space by a warship or 
privateer. A legally taken prize is either condemned and sold to a nation or on its 
behalf, or released for ransom and allowed to continue on its way. Either way, 
the proceeds (prize-money) divided among the ship’s crew.  
 
prize crew. A crew temporarily sent to a captured or salvaged starship to bring 
her into port for condemnation and/or sale.  
 
prize money. The proceeds from the sale of a prize and/or the ransom of her 
crew, shared out among the bridge crew and crewers at the end of a cruise.  
 
purser. A wardroom officer responsible for keeping a starship’s financial records 
and distributing provisions to crewers. Typically a rank assigned by the warrant 
officer to a trusted veteran spacer.  
 

Q  
 
quarterdeck. A starship’s command center, often known as the bridge on civilian 
ships. Typically reserved for the officers of the bridge crew.  
 
quartermaster.	A	wardroom	officer	with	general	duties	assisting	the	warrant	
officer,	bosun	and	bridge	crew.	A	largely	ceremonial	rank	typically	used	to	reward	a	
veteran	spacer.	
 

R 
 
ransom. Money paid to privateers to allow a captured starship to proceed along 
its course without being taken to prize court for claiming and condemnation.  
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red. In reference to a system or situation, an indication that things are not ready 
or functioning normally.  
 
retainer. A crewer whose family has served aboard a starship or for a specific 
family or shipping company for multiple generations. Many privateers and 
merchants are crewed in large part by retainers.  
 
roadstead. A safe anchorage outside a port or a port’s orbit, often at a space 
station or isolated asteroid.  
 

S 
 
Saturn. The sixth planet of the solar system, its moons are members of the Jovian 
Union.  
 
scope. A screen showing the result of sensor scans, or providing diagnostics 
about other starship functions.  
 
scow. A dirty, poorly run starship. 
 
scurvy. Originally a disease to which sailors were susceptible, now a term of 
contempt.  
 
shindy. A dance favored by boisterous crewers. Also: a good time had by same. 
A night of hijinks while at liberty in a port would be remembered as a fine 
shindy.  
 
ship’s bells. Spacers tell time aboard a starship by listening for the ship’s bells. 
Those bells ring every half hour, with a ring added for each half hour until eight 
bells sound and the four-hour cycle begins again. So 12:30 a.m. (0030 hours) is 
one bell, 1 a.m. (0100 hours) is two bells, and so on until eight bells sound at 4 
a.m. (0400 hours), when the cycle starts over. So, for instance, two bells would 
sound at 1 a.m. (0100 hours), 5 a.m. (0500 hours), 9 a.m. (0900 hours), 1 p.m. (1300 
hours) and 5 p.m. (1700 hours). 
 
The systems of bells and watches are synchronized, with eight bells typically 
signaling the end of a watch. The exception is the first dog watch, which is only 
two hours long and therefore ends at 6 p.m. (1800 hours), signaled by four bells. 
The second dog watch, also two hours long, was marked by one bell at 6:30 p.m. 
(1830 hours), two at 7:00 p.m. (1900 hours), three at 7:30 p.m. (1930 hours) and 
eight bells at 8:00 p.m. (2000 hours). 
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First Watch 
2030 One bell 
2100 Two bells 
2130 Three 
2200 Four 
2230 Five 
2300 Six 
2330 Seven 
0000 Eight 
Middle Watch 
0030 One bell 
0100 Two bells 
0130 Three 
0200 Four 
0230 Five 
0300 Six 
0330 Seven 
0400 Eight 
Morning Watch 
0430 One bell 
0500 Two bells 
0530 Three 
0600 Four 
0630 Five 
0700 Six 
0730 Seven 
0800 Eight 
Forenoon Watch 
0830 One bell 
0900 Two bells 
0930 Three 
1000 Four 
1030 Five 
1100 Six 
1130 Seven 
1200 Eight 
Afternoon Watch 
1230 One bell 
1300 Two bells 
1330 Three 
1400 Four 
1430 Five 
1500 Six 
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1530 Seven 
1600 Eight 
First Dog Watch 
1630 One bell 
1700 Two bells 
1730 Three 
1800 Four 
Second Dog Watch 
1830 One bell 
1900 Two bells 
1930 Three 
2000 Eight 
 
At midnight on New Year’s Eve, the bells are rung 16 times: eight to mark the 
end of the old year and eight for the beginning of the new. 
 
There’s a brief pause after each two bells. So 1430 would sound like this: clang-
clang, (pause), clang-clang (pause), clang. 
 
Some starships still have actual bells, though most use recordings..  
 
shore leave. Free time in port granted to a starship’s crew.  
 
slop book. A register of items given to crewers by the purser. The cost of these 
items is subtracted from their pay or share of prize-money. 
 
spacelane. A corridor through space near a planet, moon or asteroid, typically 
marked by buoys.  
 
starship. Technically a starship is a spacegoing vessel capable of operating 
between planets or other distant points in space. In practice, any spacegoing 
vessel. Starships are called “she” or “her” with the exception of some commercial 
craft and small starships such as gigs, gunboats and pinnaces. Military ships 
serving nations are usually called warships.  
 
starboard. The right side of a starship, as seen from a crewer at the stern looking 
towards the bow. The starboard side of a starship is marked by green lights on 
the hull.  
 
stern. The rear of a starship.  
 
surgeon. A wardroom officer who serves as a doctor aboard a starship, with 
responsibilities that include treating everything from common illnesses to 
wounds suffered in battle.  
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T U V 
 
tender. A vessel that carries supplies, provisions and personal deliveries to a 
warship in port.  
 
Titan. The dominant moon of Saturn, part of the Jovian Union. It is rich in 
minerals and valuable gases, with extensive mines, fuel refineries, factories and 
settlements.  
 
top deck. The uppermost deck of a starship. Often living quarters for the 
starship’s officers, and reserved for them.  
 
transponder. An electronic system that automatically broadcasts a starship’s 
name, operating number, home port and nationality. Many civilian ships travel 
with their transponders disabled, and some broadcast false identities to confuse 
pirates and privateers.  
 
victualler. A starship that sells provisions to other starships in orbit above a port. 
Also: the owner of such a starship or his or her store in a port.  
 

W X Y Z 
 
wardroom. The cabin belowdecks reserved for the warrant officer and spacers 
assigned significant roles by him or her. On many ships the wardroom doubles 
as an operating theater during battle for the ship’s surgeon. Wardroom also 
refers collectively to a ship’s complement of belowdecks officers. On the Shadow 
Comet, the wardroom consisted of the warrant officer, bosun, bosun’s mate, 
engineer, master gunner, gunner’s mate, master-at-arms, surgeon, quartermaster, 
armorer, purser and chaplain. 
 
warrant officer. The ranking officer belowdecks, typically a spacer who has 
worked his or her way up through the ranks, but sometimes drawn from the 
bridge crew.  
 
watch. A period of time during which an officer, crewer or group of crewers is 
responsible for certain operations aboard a starship. The day is divided into 
seven watches: The first watch lasts from 2000 to midnight, the middle watch 
from midnight to 0400 hours, the morning watch from 0400 to 0800, the forenoon 
watch from 0800 to 1200, the afternoon watch from 1200 to 1600, the first dog 
watch from 1600 to 1800, and the second dog watch from 1800 to 2000.  
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The Jupiter Pirates series continues with the third book, The 
Rise of Earth, coming in June 2016 from HarperCollins. For 
more about The Jupiter Pirates, visit jupiterpirates.com, the 
Jupiter Pirates page on Facebook, or JupiterPirates on Twitter. 
 
 

jupiterpirates.com 
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